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1. Introduction. The general study of algebras of operators on Hubert space has

led to the investigation of rings of operators, also called W*-algebras or von

Neumann algebras. If the center of a ring (center in the algebraic sense) consists

only of scalar multiples of the identity, then the ring is a factor. Since every ring

can be decomposed into factors [6], the study of rings is, in a sense, reduced to a

study of factors. In this paper we are concerned with the maximal abelian sub-

algebras of type Hi factors, or continuous factors which have a finite trace defined

on them [2]. For the present, we restrict ourselves to the study of hyperfinite

factors, that is, those which are generated by a sequence of factors 9Jt„ of type In,

with 9Kni p 9Jln2 p • • •. (The factor 9Jln is isomorphic to the algebra of n by n

matrices.) Since all hyperfinite factors are algebraically isomorphic [5, §4.7], while

the concept of a subring of a finite factor is purely algebraic [5, §1.6], any con-

struction used will yield general results.

Dixmier has defined three types of maximal abelian subalgebras R in a factor

91: regular, semiregular, and singular [3]. These depend on the properties of

N(R), the ring generated by {V : VRV*=R, V unitary, Ve 91}. In other words,

N(R) is the normalizer of R in 91. Later, Anastasio defined an additional type,

M-semiregular (M= 1, 2, 3,...), which coincides with the semiregular type when

M=\. Extending the notation N(D) to any subring Z)cíl, and letting NifD)

= N[Ni~1(D)], we have a chain R^N(R)^N2(R)^ ■ ■ ■ pN*(R) = 9Í. We say that

a maximal abelian subalgebra R is M-semiregular if Nk(R) is not a factor for

k<M, but NM(R) is a factor [1]. Anastasio constructed infinite sequences of non-

isomorphic 2-semiregular and 3-semiregular subalgebras in a hyperfinite factor.

(The 1-semiregular case had already been done [7].) In this paper we propose to

show the existence of M-semiregular subalgebras for every positive integer M^l.

We use the notation and results of [7]. Let 2KP be the full 2" by 2" matrix algebra

over the complex numbers, and {pE(j, : i,j=0, 1,..., 2P-1} the matrix units

which generate it. By letting pEij=p + 1E2l¡2j + ,' + 1E2i + U2j+1, we imbed 9K„ in

Ttp + 1. Then \Jp°=1'mp = Wl is a *-algebra. The normalized matrix trace on 9K

makes it into a pre-Hilbert space §: If A, B e SR, let (A, B) = Tr (B*A), so that

(A, A)112 = \[A]\, the Hubert space or metric norm of A. If A is in 9JI, then A acting
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by left multiplication is a bounded operator on §, so it can be extended to the

Hubert space closure ^ If 31 is the weak closure of 9JÎ, then it is well known that

9Í is a hyperfinite factor [2].

2. M-semiregular subalgebras. The following general construction leads to a

large variety of maximal abelian subalgebras of St.

Definitions 2.1. Let {Ut : t— 1, 2,...} be a set of selfadjoint unitaries such that:

(1) £/( e 3J?<; (2) Ut is zero except for 2 by 2 blocks along the main diagonal. Let

Yt= UXU2 ■ ■ ■ Ut, and for A e % define AU)= YtA Yt* and Ain= Yt*A Yt. For fixed /,

the mappings A -> A(t) and A -> Alt] are *-automorphisms of 91 and inverses of

each other. Because of the form of Ut, the matrix unit "7% commutes with Ut

for all t>p. Thus if A is a diagonal matrix in 9Kp, /? = /, then Aw = Aa + 1\ and so

lim^œ Ait) = A<-'c) exists in Wl, hence in 31.

In general, for A e 3t, the limit Aix) does not exist. The mapping A -> /l(a>) is

thus an isomorphism of some proper subalgebra of St into 21. This subalgebra,

the domain of the mapping, we call 1). If E is the set of diagonal matrices, then

£■«= 3), as seen above. The ring (Eim))~ is the maximal abelian subalgebra R which

we study in this paper. (Cf. [7, pp. 285-286], for the proof that R is maximal

abelian.) In Lemma 2.2 we will show that E~ c®, and that (£-)<0O) = (£(0O))- or R.

Lemma 2.2. IfF=E~, then Fc£, and F(0°> = (7i(œ))~ =R.

Proof. Suppose AeF. Then there is a sequence Ane E n 50cn, An -*■ A, with

Aix) e 3JÎ. Let e>0 be given, and choose n such that \[An — A]\<e/2. Consider

U^-A<n = lYsAY*-YtAYn

= IYSA Y* - YsAn Y*\] +1 YsAn Y* - YtAn Tt*J +1 YtAn Yt* - YtA Yt*l

Choose s, t such that both are greater than or equal to n. Then YsAn Y* = Ai£) = Af

and YtAnY? = A^ = A<£\ Hence lYsAnY*- YtAnYt*]\ = 0 if s, t^n. Since Ys and

Yt are unitary, the other two norms equal \[A —An]\, and so the sum is less than e.

Therefore Ain is Cauchy in the metric topology.

Now A e 31 and so \A\ <oo. Since ||^(i)|| = \A\, Am is a bounded sequence. By

[5, p. 723], A(t) is then Cauchy in the strong topology also, so its limit exists in 31.

Therefore F c®.

We next show that F<00> = (£(co))- or R. Let A e F, An e E n mn, An -+ A. Let

£>0 be given, and choose n so that both \[An-A]\<e/2 and p(n)-^(to)]]<e/2.

Then

lAi^-A^]\ í IA^-A^l + IA^-A^ + IAM-A^l
= UV-AVl + Un-Al + lA^-A^l
^ 0 + e/2 + e/2 = e.

Therefore ¿f(0O) e (E^y, and so F(0O)cJ?.

On the other hand, if G e R, there is a sequence An e E n 9Jin, Aincc) -> G, with

MST'l = M*n)| = Mnl S ||GI [4]. Since ̂ œ) is metrically Cauchy, so is An, which
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is also strongly Cauchy because of the bound on the norm. Hence An has a limit

A e F. By another standard argument, if e>0 be given, there exists N such that

lYtA Y?-G]\<e when t = N. Therefore G^lim,..«, YtAYt* and so G eF(<°\ Hence

J?cfC"), and F(co) = R.

Remark. The normalizer of R in 91 results in a similar way from the mapping

A -> y4(co). The subalgebra r(%%), to be defined later, has the property that

£cr(qcE, and r(^)^ = N(R). (It appears that /•(#£) = <D, but we do not need

this fact and have not proved it.)

By means of various choices of the sequence {t/J, in §3 we construct a maximal

abelian subalgebra Rn for each n = 1, 2, 3,..., where Rn is M-semiregular, M=n +1.

The chain Rn'¿N(R) = Pn^N2(Rn)¿ • ■ • ̂ Nn + 1(Rn) = NM(RN) = 'ñ is such that

Nk(Rn) is not a factor for k = 1, 2,..., n < M, while NM(Rn) is the factor 9Í.

Furthermore, the subalgebras Rn are not conjugate under any *-automorphism

of 9t. The integer n determines the number of normalizers between Rn and 91 in

the chain, and this is an automorphism invariant (cf. [7, pp. 282 and 305]).

Note. For convenience of notation, we often work with Nk(Pn) = Nk+1(Rn),

k = 0, 1,..., n.

3. Detailed construction of M-semiregular subalgebras.   In the construction of

M-semiregular subalgebras, we use the following notations and definitions.

Definitions 3.1. We regard n = 1, 2, 3,... as fixed, and let

T = {p:p = (3c+l)n,c = 0,1,2,...},

an infinite set of positive integers. We define ^n = {pErs : peT}. In the following

paragraphs, we define a decomposition of #„ into 2n disjoint subsets Ky

(0<,y = 2n-l), so thatíín=Uy-Kr

Let ©n be the set of all n-tuples (au a2,..., an), where ak = 0 or 1. This is a

commutative group under the operation of coordinate-wise addition modulo 2.

If y=0, 1,..., 2n — 1 and y=2?=i aßn~', we identify it with its binary expansion

(öi, a2,. ■., an), so that we can consider y as an element of ©n. The sum yi+y2

is then defined by addition in @n.

We determine the set Ky in which pErs is contained as follows : For any index r

(0ár^2(3c + 1)n-l), let r=Zkc=o,k*2rk2kn. (Congruence is modulo 3 in this and in

the following summations.) For k=0, we have 0-=rk<2n, and so rfc = 2"=i kj21l~i

with (ku ..., fc„) 6 ©n. Designate this element of @„ by >/j(rk). Fork=l,0^rk< 22n,

and we let o(rk) = 2(rk mod 2n_1), so that ^(o(rk)) is defined. Let

3c 3c-2

A(r)=    J   K'fcH    2    ftoi/O),
k = 0;k = 0 k = l;k = l

where the addition is coordinate-wise (mod 2), so that A(r) e @n. Then Ky =

{pErs : A(r)+A(s)=y} and we say that Ky = K(pErs). Since this is independent of

p, we sometimes write Ky = K(r, s).
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Definitions 3.2. We also define the following sets of matrix units, again subsets

of if, : V0 = jV0 = K0. Fory=l, 2,..., n, V, = Uy {Ky : y = (ax,..., a,, 0, 0,..., 0)}

and jV^Wj-^j--!. If we let

W> = ^ooSR^oo + ^SR^u,

then we define #?=#, n 2RD and /; = ^nlD, while #;=#,"#? and

J^j' — J/~j~J^P. We let /"C^f) be the ring generated by the matrix units in Iff,

while R(<gf) is the ring generated by {F : F=(pEn)M with vErs e <#f}.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose p e F, *+ 3nErs e Ky. Let r = r'23n + rx2n + r0 and s = s'23n

+sx2n+s0   (0^rx, sx<22n,0ir0, s0<2"). Then

y = A(r) + A(s) = (A(r')+A(s')) + o + (A(r0) + A(s0)),

where a = i/i(o-(rx)) + t/i(o-(sx)).

Proof. This follows by computation from Definitions 3.1, since A(r) can be

written as A(r') + ifj((j(rx)) + i/i(r0), and the same for A(s).

Construction 3.4. In constructing the maximal abelian subalgebra Rn according

to §2.1, the sequence {Ut : t = 1, 2, 3,...} is to be as follows: Let

2-1/2       2"1/2"

2-1/2       _2~1'2
Bx =

Let Bt be in 3Jt¡, with all entries zero except for 2 by 2 blocks like Bx along the main

diagonal.

For n>l, Ut=I if t<n. If pe F and if A(r) = (au a2,.. .,an), define:

"ErrUp + x - *Err ifan = 0,

= pE„Bp + x ifan = l,

"F II        . „ = VE
^rr'-'p + n-J + l  —     '-'n if a} = 0,

pErrBp+n-.j+x       if a¡ — 1,

Up + n + \ — 7.

PC-   TJ _  pp

Lrr"p + n + 2

if a2 = 0,

if a2 = 1,

PF II , = VF
^rr'-'p + n + i '-'rr

=    ErTBp + n + j

if a, = 0,

ifa¡ = I,

"ErrUp+2n = "E„ ifa„ = 0,

= pErrBp+2n if an = I,

UP + 2n + i = • • ■ = Up + 3n-2 = I,

EooUp + 3n-X =   E0Q,

ExxUp+3n_x =   ExxBp + 3n_x,

UP+3n = 7.
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For n = 1, p € T, and if A(r) = (a{), define:

pE„Up + 1 = pE„ if «i = 0,

= "ErrBp + 1       if ai = 1,

EoqUp + 2 =   E00,

Ei\Up + 2 =   E11Bp + 2,

UP + 3 = I.

Remark. With this construction we aim to show that Ni+1(R) = Ni(P) = R(%f)

fory'=0, 1,..., n-1, and that none of these is a factor. However,

Nn(P) = 91 = R(V% u %'„).

(For n = 1, the following three propositions hold with slight adaptations. Then

nothing else is needed until Theorems 3.14 and 3.15.)

Theorem 3.5. N(R)=P=R(W¿).

Proof. If p e T, pErse<ë%, then A(r) + A(s)=(0, 0,..., 0). So computation with

the definitions of §3.4 shows that

Up + 3n ' ' ' ^p + 1 Ersilp + i • • • Up + 3B ■»    iSrs.

If <7 e T, q>p, then q=p + 3hn for some integer n. Since VE„ is a sum 2v *-£>■»•,»

with all terms of the sum in ^o > we have

U„ ■ ■ • Up + 1pErsUp + 1 •••£/,= »£rs g tfg.

But if "£rs e ^ (/£ 1), then

^P + n - j + 1 ' ' '   Ers ■ ■ • Up + n-j + x  =    ErstSp + „ _ j + i.

Also, if pErs s <g'0,

i-'p + an-l ' ■ '   Ers ■ ■ ■ t/p + 3n_i  =    ETSBp + 3n_i.

Hence our construction satisfies the conditions of [7, §4.1], with &§ taking the

place of K0. Also, d^3n — 1 is surely sufficient. Thus we can apply [7, Lemma 4.3]

in order to conclude that any unitary V leaving R invariant is the metric limit of a

sequence Vm in m such that if Vm eWp (p e T), then V™ = 2 olcíEcí with

pEcd e«£. So if VeN(R), then Ve R(Vg), and we have N(R)<=R(%E).

On the other hand, consider a unitary Kin Mp (p e T) such that K[pl = 2 f-E«

with pErs e <€% and signs arbitrary. It is straightforward to show that V leaves R

invariant. Since the collection of all unitaries of this type is sufficient to generate

R(V$), we have R(^)cN(R).

Therefore N(R) = P=R(C€%).

Remark. The preceding proof also implies that r^g) is in ® and that

R(<£%)=r(%%y°\ For if F=2«r,'E„ with pErse^, then F(p) = F^+h) for any

h>0. Hence limp.,«, f'^F"0' exists and Fe®. Using this information about

F e /•(të'o) n 9Jc, Lemma 2.2 and its proof can be rephrased to show that r(#o) c ®,
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and that R(^), which is defined as the closure of [>(%%) n 5Dc](0O>, can also be

regarded simply as rÇtf$)<C0).

Lemma 3.6. Let peF, Alpl = 2<tcdpEcd with pEcd in jVf (O^j^n), <£'n_x, or Jf'n.

Then ifq e F, q>p, Al9] = Zßrs"Ers with "Er$ also in Ji^, %'n_x, or Jf'n respectively.

Proof. The case jV% has already been dealt with, since ^5=%$.

We first consider q=p + 3n. Then AlQl=Up + 3n ■ ■ ■ Am ■ ■ ■ Up + 3n, and because of

linearity it is sufficient to consider one term of Aip\ say pEcd.

If 1 új-¿n and pEcd e JfP, then Definition 3.4 shows that

II    o  • • • PF , ■ ■ ■ II    o   = y 8 p + 3»fuP + Sn '-'ea '-'p + Sn — Z, "rs '"rs

is in Wp + n + j. Consider one term p + 3nErs. With r = c-23n + rx2n + r0 and

í=o'.23n+í12n+í0, we thus have rQ=s0 and rx=sx (mod2n_;). So a(rx) = a(sx)

(mod 2n~i + 1); and therefore <p(<j(rx))+<K<t(sx))=(ax,..., a¡_x, 0,0,...), while

<Kr~o)+>Kso) = (0, 0, 0,...). Hence, applying Lemma 3.3, p+3nErs e jV¡ as was pEcd.

Now the action of the unitaries Ut surely preserves ^°, and therefore "+ 3nErs is

inJVf.

Next suppose pEcd e^"„_x and consider Up+3n ■ ■ ■ "Ecd ■ ■ ■ Up + 3n. The product is

in SDÎp+3„_i, by Definition 3.4, so one term p+SnE„ has r=c-23n + rx2n + r0,

s = d-23n+sx2n+s0 with r0=s0 (mod 2). Thus <Kr0) + tfi(s0) = (. • •, an-i, 0), and we

can have p + 3nErse¿Vn if and only if >/>(°(rx)) + </>(<j(sx)) = (..., an_x, 1). But by

definition, a(rx)=0(mod2), so this cannot happen. As before, the action of the

Ut's preserves <C Therefore p+3nErs is in Tn.v

If pEcd e Jf'n, then this time the computations of the preceding paragraph lead

to the conclusion that the terms of Up + 3n- ■ ■ pEcd ■ ■ ■ Up + 3n are in Jf'n. (Here

<l>(o(rx)) + t(o(sx)) = (...,an_x,0).)

IfqeF, q>p, then q=p + 3hn for some integer h, and the desired result follows

by induction.

Lemma 3.7. For j= 1, 2,..., n, R^f-Ù^R^f^R^n).

Proof. The inclusions are trivial and we need only show that they are proper

inclusions.

Let F be a matrix unit in J^f (resp. %'„), so that Fe 9KP (p e F) and Fipl = "Eab

in JTf (%'n). Suppose that F is also in R(V?-X) (R(^n))- Then there is a sequence

Fm e 9JI converging strongly to F, such that if Fm e 9H, (q e F), F™ = 2 ßcd"Ecd with

"Ecd e &?_ x(<g?). Choose Fm such that [Fm-F]]< 1/2" and choose q e F such that

Fm, FeWq. Then by Lemma 3.6, FM = 2 aab"Eab with "Eab e JTf (K)-

Case 1. FejVf. Since (Fi«, F"I) = (Fm, F)=0,wehave l/22p>lFm-FJ\2 = lFm]\2

+ HF]]2 > 1/2", a contradiction. Therefore F$R(V?-i).

Case 2. FeWn. Here

(F™, f") = (!£„ F& lEH+1Eji FW *E„, % F™ »jy

= 0   where i,j = 0 or 1, / ^ j.

So again l/22p >[[Fm-Fl]2> 1/2", a contradiction, and therefore F$R(VS).
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Definition 3.8. We define the following projections in c€^l: For A: = 2,..., n and

s=0, 1,..., 2" -1, let Pk(s) be the operator such that Pk(s)lp + 3n) = 2„ "+3nEs~+h,s-+h,

where s"=23ns, h=0 (mod 22n-k + x) and 0^h^23n-l. Let P'(*) be the operator

such that P'(s)lp + 3n] = Zhp+3nEs*+hX+h, where s"=23ns, h=0 (mod22) and

0^hú23n-l.

Lemma 3.9. Suppose Wemp (peV) is such that ww=V™ + X*»\ with

Vlpi = 2ßrspErs(pErs 6 O and X™ = 2"-rSpETS(pETS e %'n). Let pErt be a fixed matrix

unit in <ë% with K(r, t)=Ky. Then

pErr[Up + 3n ■ ■ ■ W™ ■ ■ ■ Up + 3n] 2 P'(s)lp + 3n\Up + 3n ■ ■ ■ W*™ ■ ■ ■ Up + 3n]*Ett
(**) s = 0

- A(r, t)lp + 3nl + Q(r, t)lp+3n\

where (A, Q) = 0 and

2P-1

Qlp+3n} = 2 «AC(r)pt3%t
s = 0

vvi'fn p + 3nEab in Jf®-\ or •Ar°, C(y) a nonzero integer.

Proof. The following statements are verified by calculations similar to those of

[7, pp. 295-301].
Suppose K("Ers) = Ka and K("Est) = Kß, with both matrix units in 1í'n, a+ß = y.

If a = (ax, a2,..., an) and ß = (bu b2,.. .,bn), define o>1 = a>(a) = 2(J,i = 2 at) + ai + l,

w2 = oj(ß), and p(a, ß) = 2(2f=2aibi)+a1b1. Then the nonzero entries of the product

Up+3n ■ ■ ■ pErs ■ ■ ■ Up+3n have numerical value ±(2"1/2)mi, and similarly for pEst.

Let r0 = 23n~2r, s0 = 23n-2s, t0 = 23n-2t. Then 2" is the number of distinct S's such

that
p + 3n-2/T        \TJ ...PF...TI lP + 3n-2/T

rorot uP + 3n -^rs "-^p + Snl •c,s0 +i,s0 +6

and
p + 3n-2p        \JJ ...PP    . . . TJ lp + 3n-2r

•^SoSoL    P + 3n rs ^P + SnJ I-'t0+ö,ta+o

are both nonzero.

Using the preceding, a matrix calculation shows that

(*) [UP + 3n ■■■pErs--- Up + 3n]P'(syp + 3^[Up+3n ■••*£„••• Up+3n]

has a term of the form C(y)p + 3nET~it~ + 2 and a term of the form C(y)v+3nEr~+2jt» + 2,

where r" = 23nr, t" = 23nt, and C(y) = 2"(2-1,2)Mi + ra2. It is straightforward to show

that C(y) depends only on y and on the fact that pErs and pEst are in 1ê'n. By Lemma

3.3, if Kya<Zn_2, then K(r", t" + 2) is in J^^. If Kyc:J^n_1 or Jfn, then so is

K(r"+2, t"+2). Also, since pEnec€°, so are these matrix units.

Now the product (**) of the lemma equals

2P-1

2   [tW • • • KPETS ■ ■ ■  Up + 3n]P'(sYP + ™[UP + 3n • • -K'E« ■ ■ ■  Up + 3n].
s = 0
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Suppose Ky<^c€n.2 and s such that pErs and pEst are both in %'„. The summand

corresponding to this s includes the term arsäisC(y)p + 3n£'r»>r+2, which is in ¿Vn-i.

Considering the summands corresponding to other s, we could not have one matrix

unit in %'„, the other in c€°, since pErt e <S°. But if both are in #£, then the product

is in 3D>ÎP + 2n, so there is no element in position (r", r"+2).

Suppose Ky^Jfn or Jfn-\. If j is such that "Ers and "Est are both in #{,, then the

summand includes the term arsâfsC(y)p+3,l£r-+2,i»+2» which is in the same class as

Ky. Again, if s is such that both matrix units are in #£ there is no element in

position (r" + 2, t" + 2).

So if we let Q be as stated in the lemma, with (a, b) = (r", t" + 2) or (r" + 2, t" + 2)

according to Ky, then (A, 0 = 0 and p+3nEab e J^S-i or JT».

Lemma 3.10. Suppose Wemp (peT) is such that wM=Vlpl + Xlp\ with

Vw = J.ßnpEr.<!>E„eVg_J and Xlp] = 2 arpErs(pErs eJfkD). Let PEH be a fixed

matrix unit in ^-i with K(r, t) = Ky. Then

W™ ■ ■ ■ Up+3n] 2 Pk(s)lp + ™[Up+3n ■ ■ ■ W*™ ■ ■ ■ Up+3n]pEtt
s = 0

A(r,t)íp+3nl + Q(r,t)íp+3n\

2P-1

ß[p+3n] = 2 <*rSätsDk(y)p+3nEab
s = 0

with p + 3nEab in ^Vk-i, Dk(y) a nonzero integer.

Proof. The proof is like that of the preceding lemma, with the following changes :

a>i = ou(a) = 2(2"= 2 fli) + ßi (and a similar change in u>2), p(a, ß) = 2(Jikr21 aib/)+akbk

+aA, r0 = 2n+k~1r, s0 = 2n+k-ys, t0=2n+k-1t. Then 2" is the number of distinct S's

such that

P+n+k-lp       XTJ ...PF...TI IP + n + fc
rorotuP + 3n -^rs °^p + 3nj

and

p+n+fc-lp       TTT ...PF...TT lP+n+fc
^s0s0iup + 3n '-'st '-'p + SnJ

are both nonzero. The expression

(*) [UP + 3n■■■pErs..- Up + 3n]Pk(syp + ™[Up + 3n■■■pEst-.. Up + 3n]

has a term of the form Dk(y) p+3nEr.x+]¡ and a term of the form Dk(y) p+3nEr~+nX+n

where r"=23nr, t" = 23nt, -n=22n-k, and Dk(y)=2"(2-ll2yi + a2. Here Dk(y) depends

only on y and on k. By Lemma 3.3, if Ky<^^k_2, then K(r", t"+ir) is in ^Tfc_i; if

KycJrk_1, then K(r"+7r, í"+tt) is in JT^.

It can be verified, as in the preceding lemma, that (A, 0=0 if we take Q as

stated, with (a, b)=(r", t"+■*■) or (r"+Tr, t"+w) according to Ky.

pE„[Up+3n

(**)

where

l +Ó.SQ +<5

-'tn +ô,t0 +Ô
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Lemma 3.11. If the results of Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 hold for q=p + 3n, then they

hold for any q=p + 3hn (i.e., q e F). Also,

ttßF =
2P-1

2 a«äi<
2

IJP + 5n

Proof. We first obtain bounds for C(y) and Dk(y). In both cases, we have p^O

and cUl+ü>2^2(2n-l) + 2 = 4n. Hence C(y) or Dk(y) = 2"(2-ll2)(ai+a^(2-ll2)in

= 1/22".

ŒÔ'P+3»T = |C(y)|2|2«rsâts|2/2p + 3n

ï\2*rsats\2/2p + 5n,

and similarly in the case of Dk(y).

Now the unitaries Up + 3n+x,..., Up + 3hn preserve the orthogonality of A and Q

and the norm of Q. Also, by Lemma 3.6, matrix units in jVf (j= l,2,...,n) are

left in that class under the action of the unitaries Ut.

Lemma 3.12. For j=\, 2,..., n-l, let r¡={V : V[R(^f_x)]V* = R(^f_x), V

unitary, V e St}. If V e"f], then there is a sequence Vm e 5DÎ converging metrically to

V such that if Vm eTlp(pe F), V™ = ZßrpErs with pErs in <ëf. Thus, N(R(<ëf_x))

c R(<e»).

Proof, (i) Since V e 51, || V\ = 1, there is a sequence Wm em,\Wm\^l, converg-

ing strongly and metrically to V [4]. If WmeWp, let W™=V™ + X™, where

V%: = IßrspErs(pErseV?) and X& = 2 <xrpErs (pErs e V'n). Because of the ortho-

gonality of Vm and Xm, Xm itself is Cauchy in the metric topology. Now || Wm\ ^ 1

implies |Km|| = l because of the definition of %?°. Since Xm=Wm—Vm, we have

|| Xm\\^2, and so Xm is also Cauchy in the strong topology [5, p. 723]. Let

Xm -^ Xe St. Suppose limm M^O; then limm lXmX*]\*0 also. Hence lXmX*f

> 25nE2 for all m and some e > 0. (Recall that n is fixed and related only to R = Rn.)

Choose Wm so that lWm- KJ<e/4. Suppose Wm e mp. Then

ix™x™*r = (i/2p) 2  2Va
s = 0

(The outer summation is over pairs (r, t) such that pFri e %%, since pFrs, PFSÍ e %'n.)

Fix p from here on.

Consider 21'ï1 P'(s)lp + 3n\ which has its matrix units in <#%. Then %sP'(s) is in

RiPf-i) for any ye 1, and if Vei^, V(J,sP'(s))V* = Te R(Vf-x). So there exists

a sequence Tv e 9JÍ, [¡Tv - FJ -> 0, and Tv e 501, (a e T) implies 7™ = 2 »/» "£'« with

"Eih in Vf.!. Choose Tv such that [[F(2sP'(i))F*-FvI]<e/2. Since 2sP'(s) is a

projection, of norm at most one,

[ ^m(2 p'&)w* - v (2 p,(s)j v* J <«/2,
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and thus it follows that

[^2/»'(*)) 02-7;] < e.

On the other hand, we can apply Lemmas 3.9 and 3.11 with Wm replacing W.

Take q to be such that qeT, q^p + 3n, and Tvemq. Since gM = 2 Ki"Eci

("Ecd e JT°_X or JT°) and H*-! V4» C3* e *T-u where;-1 <n-1), we have

(T™, gM)=0also. Therefore

I'Err W™ 2 P\àf* W™ pEu - pE„T™ pE«f

= \[A(r, t)™ + Q(r, t)™-pErrT™pEuli2

£ lQ(r, f )Mla è

Finally, we have:

2 a'sats

2
p + 5n

/2P

e 2  ^pE„(w™%P'(s)W*™-TlApEttY,       pE«eVSä

= 22 ****
<r,í) I   s

/2p + 5n > £2,

which is a contradiction.

Therefore lim, IX¿1]=0 and so lim, QT,- KJ=0, where ¡F,||ál and K, € 2K2

(z e T) implies VI"1 = 2 |3r/£;s with *Ers e <€».

(ii) To show : Suppose j<kSn and suppose there exists Wm e 5W such that

I FFm| ̂ 1, limm Œ^m- H=0, and Wm € 2KP implies H^pi = 2 V^. with p£„ in
<êk. Then there exists Vm with the same properties except that Vm: = J1ßr/Ers with

»£, in *j?_j.

We let the assumed Wi,pl = F^,"1 + X%\ where the matrix units of the two sum-

mands are in ^k _ 1 and Jfk respectively. The argument proceeds much as in part

(i), with ^sPk(s) replacing J,sP'(s), so that Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 apply. Since

^(2 pk(s)) V* = Tin R(%f_ x) and since j -1 < k -1, the desired orthogonality holds

between Q (in Jf*-1) and 7^ (the sequence of matrices converging to T). We are

led to conclude that limm \[Xm]\ = 0, and that V is the metric limit of Vm.

Since we can extend this as far as k =j+1 by a finite induction process, the lemma

is proved.

Theorem 3.13. For j= 1, 2,..., n-1, // R(^¡) is the ring generated by Vj as

defined in Lemma 3.12, then R(^ = R(^f). Thus, N(R(W}_1)) = R(W}).

Proof. By Lemma 3.12, R(-*~)<=R(Vf).

For the reverse inclusion, take Te/?(<<??_ 1). Let K]pl = 2 ±PE„ with pErs in

tff-i and signs arbitrary. Then VJYf is in Rf&f-i) since all three operators are.
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Next let F2PI = 2 ± pErs with pFrs in jVf. Take a sequence Tm eWl,Tm^ T, and

if Te a»„ T^ = 2ßeä"Ecd with «Ecd in Vf^. If z=max [p, q], then

ypflayfui m [£ Sr*E„] [2 &„'£„,] [2 8n*E„),

where the matrix units of the first sum are in J^f, those of the second in ^f-x, and

those of the third in J^f, by Lemma 3.6. Calculating by means of §3.1, we see

that each matrix unit of this product is in #?_i. Hence V2TmV$ is in R($f-X), and

so is its strong limit V2TV%.

But all unitaries of the form Vx or V2 are sufficient to generate R(^f). Therefore

R(Vf)cR(f}), and hence R(^) = R(^f).

Theorem 3.14. If Vn={V : V[R(<ë?_x)]V* = R(<ë?_x), V unitary, FeSt}, then

R(-rn) = R(Vn) = K. Thus, N(R(^_X)) = %.

Proof. Obviously R(-rn)^R(%n).

For the reverse inclusion, let T be in R(^°-1)- Consider in turn four types of

unitaries F/p] = 2 ±"Ers (¿=1,2,3,4 and signs arbitrary). For i=l, the matrix

units are to be in ^-i', for i—2, in jV?; for i=3,inc€'n_x; for z'=4, in Jf'n. By

Lemma 3.6, these classes are preserved under the unitaries Ut. So calculations like

those in the proof of Theorem 3.13 show that V{TV? is in R(^°-x) for i= 1, 2, 3, 4.

But all unitaries of these types are sufficient to generate RC^n), or St. Therefore

R(Vn)czR(-f-n), and RCK) = K.

Remark. Theorems 3.13 and 3.14, together with Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.7,

show that for each Rn, n= 1, 2, 3,..., we have Rn^N(Rn)^ ■ ■ • pNn + \Rn) = St. In

order to prove that Än is A7-semiregular (n + l = M), we need only show that

N(Rn), N2(Rn),.. .,Nn(Rn) are not factors. (Nn + 1(Rn) = NM(Rn) is the factor St.)

Theorem 3.15. For k=l,2,...,n, Nk(Rn) is not a factor.

Proof. If kftn, Nk(Rn) = Nk-1(Pn) = R(ï/k_x) = R(VD_x). Consider the pro-

jection 1F00 = 1Fo?> e Rn^Nk(Rn). If A is any operator in Nk(Rn), there is a

sequence Am -> A such that if Am e mp, Aip: = ZarspErs with PETS e <£g-x. Then

flf     A   1/T    \lp]  —  IF     À^1F      —  V/v   1/T    PF  If
(. -C'OO^'m -t-OO/       —     •c'00/1m     ■'-'OO  —  ¿^ °rs ■'-'OO ̂ rs -^OO

= 2 arsFErs       (by definition of W®_ j)

— ">i •

Thus 1E00Am1E00=Am, and taking strong limits, 1E00A ̂ Foo^-

Therefore ^00 commutes with Nk(Rn), ^„„^aT, ^00 6 Nk(Rn), and so Nk(Rn)

is not a factor.
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